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Abstract

Nucleotide analogs are the cornerstone of direct acting antivirals used to control
infection by RNA viruses. Here we review what is known about existing nucleotide/
nucleoside analogs and the kinetics and mechanisms of RNA and DNA replication, with
emphasis on the SARS-CoV-2 RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) in comparison to
HIV reverse transcriptase and Hepatitis C RdRp. We demonstrate how accurate kinetic
analysis reveals surprising results to explain the effectiveness of antiviral nucleoside
analogs providing guidelines for the design of new inhibitors.

Eight nucleoside/nucleotide analogs have been approved by the FDA for

treatment of HIV infections (Fig. 1). Although all analogs except for

tenofovir are administered as nucleosides, they are all metabolized to nucle-

oside triphosphates to be active in vivo. Therefore, we will use the term

nucleotide generically to refer to the analogs used to treat viral infections.

Each of these analogs lacks a 30OH and thereby acts as a chain terminator

after being incorporated by HIV reverse transcriptase (HIVRT).

Although their chemical mechanisms of inhibition are identical and

appear simple, the kinetic and thermodynamic basis for efficient incorpora-

tion of each analog is complex, as are the varied sets of mutations in HIVRT
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leading to drug resistance. Thewealth of information gained from decades of

work on HIVRT provides guidelines for the development of drugs to treat

emerging viral infections, but certain features of nucleotide analogs directed

against HIVRT do not apply in all cases. In particular, the long duration of

treatment of HIV infections places exceptional demands for low toxicity, but

the absence of a proofreading exonuclease in HIVRT simplifies the design

requirements. In this review, we will highlight common features and point

out unique aspects of the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) and the SARS CoV-2

RNA dependentRNA polymerases (RdRp) compared toHIVRT.Wewill

highlight how nucleotide analogs used to inhibit the SARS CoV-2 RdRp

must overcome unique features of the viral RdRp, including the presence of

a proofreading exonuclease that would efficiently remove chain terminators

after they are incorporated into the RNA strand.

Nucleotide analogs directed against viral RdRps of HCV and SARS

CoV-2 are shown in Fig. 2. Sofosbuvir is used in combination therapy to

effectively treat Hepatitis C viral infections, while Mericitabine failed

because it is removed by an efficient ATP-dependent excision reaction

[1]. Remdesivir is the only FDA approved, direct acting antiviral drug used

to treat COVID-19 and acts as a delayed chain terminator [2–4].

Fig. 1 Structures of nucleoside/nucleotide analogs approved to treat HIV infections.
Analogs are shown in their state before phosphorylation by cellular enzymes. Drug
names are given in italics. Note that Tenofovir is a nucleotide analog with a pho-
sphonate linkage to overcome the fact that cellular kinases are inefficient at adding
the alpha phosphate to the structure lacking an intact ribose ring.
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Molnupiravir is in a Phase 3 clinical trial for COVID-19 and is thought to act

by lethal mutagenesis, as suggested for a structurally similar analog,

Favipiravir [5]. For comparison we also show Fialuridine, which led to

the death of 5 out of 15 patients in a hepatitis B clinical trial [6]. It was later

shown to be stably incorporated by the human mitochondrial DNA poly-

merase leading to lethal mutagenesis of the mitochondrial genome [7,8].

Although Fialuridine was designed to be a “defacto chain terminator”, after

incorporation by the human mitochondrial DNA polymerase, 60% of the

time it was extended leading to lethal mutagenesis rather than being excised

by the proofreading exonuclease. This study raises caution about the safety

of nucleoside analogs that rely on lethal mutagenesis as a strategy to combat

viral infections, and the importance of studies to accurately measure the

kinetics of excision by the proofreading exonuclease of both viral (in the case

of SARS CoV-2) and host polymerases.

1. Mechanistic basis for effective inhibition

Inhibition of HIVRT by nucleoside analogs lacking a 30OH, thereby

leading to chain termination, is a function of their efficiency in serving

as substrates for incorporation by HIVRT. Therefore, we can estimate

their effectiveness by the discrimination ratio (D) of kcat/Km values in

Fig. 2 Nucleoside analogs directed against RNA dependent RNA polymerases.
Although each is administered as a prodrug, analogs are shown in their monop-
hosphate form. Fialuridine is included here for comparison because it failed due to tox-
icity in a clinical trial for hepatitis B, which is a DNA virus.
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comparing normal nucleotides (N) with nucleoside analogs (NA) in their

triphosphate form.

D ¼ kcat=Kmð ÞN
kcat=Kmð ÞNA

(1)

Table 1 shows a summary of kcat, Km, and kcat/Km values for most of the

nucleotide analogs along with the index by which HIVRT discriminates

against the analogs relative to the normal nucleotides. The higher the value

for D the less effective the analog as the enzyme exhibits a greater discrim-

ination against the analog. Note the two of the analogs (AZT and PMPA) are

actually slightly better substrates than the corresponding cognate nucleotide.

In earlier literature we developed a standard practice of referring to the

kinetic parameters derived in single turnover kinetic measurements by the

terms kpol (maximal rate) andKd (apparentKd for nucleotide concentration at

the half-maximal rate) because it was believed that nucleotide binding

occurred in a single step and single turnover experiments would provide

a true Kd for nucleotide binding, not a more complex Km term [12–14].

Table 1 Kinetic parameters for incorporation of nucleotides and analogs.
Nucleotide kcat (s

21) Km (μM) kcat/Km (μM21s21) D Source

dTTP 34 4.7 7.2 Kellinger and Johnson [9]

AZT 29 3.5 8.3 0.9 Kellinger and Johnson [9]

d4T 1.4 1.2 1.2 6 Vaccaro et al. [9a]

dCTP 15 1.5 10 Kellinger and Johnson [10]

3TC 0.028 0.027 1 9.6 Kellinger and Johnson [10]

dCTP 23 30 0.8 Feng et al. [10a]

FTC 0.08 1.4 0.06 13 Feng et al. [10a]

dGTP 24 14 1.7 Ray et al. [11]

CBV 1 21 0.05 36 Ray et al. [11]

dATP 33 8.1 4.1 Suo and Johnson [11a]

ddATP 55 54 1 4 Suo and Johnson [11a]

PMPA 49 58 0.84 0.8 Suo and Johnson [11a]

The discrimination against each analog is defined by Eq. (1) with reference to the corresponding canon-
ical base. Didanosine (ddI) is metabolized to ddATP in the cell. We repeat values for dCTP to normalize
the results from different labs.
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Moreover, we wanted to distinguish these results from the flawed steady state

approaches used to examine DNA polymerase kinetics. However, we now

know that nucleotide binding occurs in two steps: an initial weak nucleotide

binding step followed by a fast conformational change step and then slower

chemistry [10,15,16]. In either case, the single turnover kinetic analysis pro-

vides estimates of kcat and Km for incorporation representing parameters

governing each cycle of nucleotide addition during processive synthesis

[17]. However, in most cases the Km is not equal to the Kd for nucleotide

binding. This is an important distinction, especially when we attempt to

understand selectivity against nucleotide analogs as explained below.

Three analogs (d4T, 3TC and FTC) exhibitKm values lower than for the

corresponding canonical base pair. One would expect that an altered analog

would bind less tightly than the normal nucleotide. This is most extreme in

the case of 3TC (Fig. 1), which has a sulfur and the opposite stereochemistry

in the ribose ring mimic. However, the Km for 3TC (27nM) is much lower

than that for dCTP (1.5μM) for HIVRT. We can understand this result

based on the two-step nucleotide binding reaction shown in Fig. 3 [10].

When HIVRT copies DNA, pyrophosphate release (k4) is faster than

chemistry (k3) and is largely irreversible in single turnover experiments.

Therefore, the equation for the specificity constant for this model is reduced

to that for a three-step reaction.

kcat=Km ¼ k1k2k3
k2k3+ k�1 k�2 + k3ð Þ

For a normal nucleotide, the fast conformational change step (k2) is followed

by the chemical reaction (k3), but the rate of the reverse of the conforma-

tional change to allow release of bound nucleotide (k�2) is slower than

chemistry, so the two-step binding reaction does not come to equilibrium

prior to chemistry [10]. Accordingly, when k�2<<k3, the kinetic param-

eters for incorporation are approximated by:

kcat=Km ¼ K1k2

Fig. 3 Pathway for nucleotide binding and incorporation. We show the pathway for
nucleotide (N) binding to an enzyme-DNA complex with a primer n nucleotides in
length (EDn). After binding, there is a change in enzyme structure from an open to a
closed (FDn) state, leading to chemistry and release of pyrophosphate (PP).
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kcat ¼ k3

Km ¼ k3=K1k2

In contrast, with a mismatched nucleotide or an analog, the rate of chemistry

is much slower than the rate of nucleotide release [10]. When k�2>>k3,

the kinetic parameters for incorporation are approximated by:

kcat=Km ¼ K1K2k3

kcat ¼ K2k3= 1 +K2ð Þ
Km ¼ 1= K1 1+K2ð Þð Þ

Whereas the Km value for the correct nucleotide is a function of the relative

rates of nucleotide binding and incorporation (Km¼kcat/(kcat/Km)), with a

nucleotide analog, the two-step nucleotide binding comes to equilibrium

so Km¼Kd¼1/(K1(1+K2)). This makes nucleotide analogs more effective

because the conformational change step leads to a lower Km to compensate

for the slower chemistry step.

D ¼ kcat=Kmð ÞN
kcat=Kmð ÞNA

¼ K1k2ð ÞN
K1K2k3ð ÞNA

This can be illustrated by the free energy profile shown in Fig. 4. Specificity

is a function of all steps up to and including the highest barrier relative to the

Fig. 4 Free energy profiles. We compare dCTP (solid blue line) with 3TC (dashed green
line). Note the change in specificity-determining step (highest barrier) in comparing
dCTP with 3TC. This free energy profile was derived from the rate constants shown
in Fig. 5.
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starting state (ED+N). For dCTP, the highest barrier is the conformational

change step (EDN!FDN). In contrast, for 3TC-triphosphate (3TCTP)

the highest barrier is the chemistry step (FDN!FDPP).

As shown in Fig. 5, the specificity constant for 3TCTP is only tenfold

lower than that for dCTP even though its rate of incorporation is 650-

fold slower. The slower rate of chemistry allows the conformational change

to come to equilibrium, affording tighter nucleotide binding prior to the

chemical step. This compensates for the slower chemistry in calculation

of the specificity constant. Thus, 3TC is a surprisingly effective inhibitor

even though it is a poor substrate. Although no other analog shows a Km

that is lower than that for the cognate nucleotide, it is likely that the effect

of the conformational change step to lower the Km will also apply to any

analog with a slow rate of incorporation.

The effect of the conformational change step also explains the small

attenuation in kcat/Km values observed for AZT-resistant mutants of

HIVRT [9]. As the chemistry step is made slower by the mutations, the con-

formational change reaches equilibrium leading to a lower Km which com-

pensates for the slower rate of incorporation. Thus, the overall resistance to

AZT is reduced to only a factor of two in comparing dTTP with AZT for

wild-type versus mutant forms of HIVRT [10,11].

2. Incorporation versus excision of nucleotide analogs

Chain terminators are effective in treating HIV infections because

HIVRT lacks a proofreading function to remove the nucleotides after their

incorporation. However, evolution of resistance to thymidine analogs is

based in part on an ATP-dependent excision reaction in which the gamma

phosphate of ATP reacts with the 30-terminal nucleotide to form a

Fig. 5 Rate constants comparing dCTP and 3TCTP. We show the rate constants
governing incorporation of dCTP in comparison with 3TCTP along with the
corresponding kcat/Km values. Note that even though 3TCTP is incorporated at a rate
650-fold slower than dCTP, the kcat/Km value is only tenfold lower [10].
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dinucleotide tetraphosphate to remove the chain terminator [18]. After

incorporation by an AZT-resistant HIVRT mutant, the half-life of AZT

is approximately 2min (A. Li and K. A. Johnson, unpublished).

ATP-dependent excision of the 30-terminal nucleotide also occurs with

the HCV RdRp, but the reaction catalyzed by the wild-type enzyme is

50-fold more efficient than that catalyzed by the thymidine analog resistant

forms of HIVRT [1]. Accordingly, one might expect that no chain termi-

nators could be used to treat HCV infections. As anticipated, Mericitabine

(Fig. 2, a 20F-20-methyl cytosine analog) is efficiently removed with a

half-life of less than a minute. Surprisingly, and for reasons we do not under-

stand, the corresponding uracil analog (Sofosbuvir) is not removed by the

ATP-dependent excision reaction after an hour of incubation. Further stud-

ies are needed to understand why Sofosbuvir is resistant to excision, while

Mericitabine is not. ATP-dependent excision requires that the nucleotide

remain in the polymerization site and to not translocate, so a more rapid

or thermodynamically favorable translocation step after incorporation of

Sofosbuvir could be responsible for the observed resistance to excision.

The role of the proofreading exonuclease in contributing to the effec-

tiveness of nucleotide analogs used to treat COVID-19 remains to be

explored, as described below. As a counterpoint to effectiveness, the toxicity

of nucleoside analogs is a function of the selectivity of the proofreading exo-

nuclease after their incorporation by the human mitochondrial DNA poly-

merase. For example, the toxicities of ddC and Fialuridine are attributable to

their slow rates of excision after incorporation into mitochondrial DNA

[7,8].

3. Toxicity

HIV infections currently require continuous antiviral treatment for

many years. Consequently, toxic side effects of the drugs and evolution

of resistance become major limiting factors. For all but AZT, toxicity

appears to be due to incorporation by the human mitochondrial DNA poly-

merase, so the major dose-limiting side effect is peripheral neuropathy, cor-

related with a reduction in the mitochondrial DNA content of peripheral

nerves (reviewed in Ref. [8]). Interestingly, ddC is a better substrate for

the mitochondrial polymerase than it is for HIVRT and is known to be

so toxic that it is never used [8]. AZT was the first drug to be approved

by the FDA and when it was the only drug available to treat AIDS, increased

dosages attempting to overcome resistance led to lethal toxic side effects.
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AZT is a poor substrate for thymidine kinase, so the toxic side effects of AZT

are due to competitive inhibition of thymidine kinase, leading to altered

nucleotide pools [19,20].

Toxicity of most deoxynucleotide analogs is due to their incorporation

by the human mitochondrial DNA polymerase, Pol gamma [7,8]. The bio-

chemical basis for toxicity can be quantified and understood based on the

ratio of values for discrimination for HIVRT versus Pol gamma. Because

nucleotide analogs can be removed by the Pol gamma proofreading exonu-

clease, an additional correction factor needs be included according to the

lifetime of a chain terminating nucleotide after incorporation by Pol gamma.

Including both the relative values for discrimination and proofreading effi-

ciency allows calculation of a therapeutic index, which is correlated with the

toxicity of nucleoside analogs seen clinically [8], except for AZT as described

above. Also note that cordycepin (30 deoxyadenosine, not show) is suffi-
ciently toxic that it is under consideration for anticancer therapy [21], but

there may be multiple sites of action.

Although Remdesivir is effective in treating COVID-19 [22,23], it also

appears to be relatively toxic and is only administered for 5–10days [24].
Longer treatments lead to generalized liver and kidney toxicity [25]. This

generalized toxicity could be caused by multiple targets, which may not

be surprising for an ATP analog. Nonetheless, because the time required

for effective treatment of SARS CoV-2 infections is relatively short, toxicity

is a less significant issue than it is for nucleoside analogs targeting HIVRT.

We can expect less significant evolution of resistance because of the

short treatment times. However, Remdesivir appears to be effective only

if administered early during viral infection. Presumably, early treatment

delays the rapid spread of the virus until the immune response takes effect.

However, if given later Remdesivir appears to be less effective presumably

because the virus has already caused significant damage to lungs and other

tissues. Since 70% of those infected with SARS CoV-2 show little to no

symptoms, decisions about when to administer Remdesivir must be based

on projecting which patients are likely to develop more serious symptoms.

4. SARS CoV-2 RdRp kinetics and mechanism

When beginning work on any new enzyme it is always important to

evaluate enzyme activity based on reasonable expectations for physiologi-

cally relevant rates. Previous preparations of the SARS CoV-2 RdRp

showed poor activity that failed to meet this standard [4,26]. For example,
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enzymes needing incubations of 15–30min to extend a primer by 10nt would

require 1–2months to replicate the 30kb viral genome. Biochemical, struc-

tural, and kinetic studies are of questionable value when using an enzymewith

such low activity. Care must be taken to develop and optimize expression and

purification steps that yield active enzyme.

The SARS CoV-2 RdRp complex consists of nonstructural proteins

(NSP) 12, 7 and 8. Because of insolubility of the SARS CoV RdRp

NSP 12 when expressed in bacteria, most investigators rely on baculovirus-

induced expression in insect cells [4,26–30]. In our first attempts at bacterial

expression of NSP12, we also noted that the protein was insoluble, con-

firming prior reports. However, we found that co-expression of NSP12,

7 and 8 with Tf, GroEL, and GroES chaperones yielded abundant soluble

protein with high activity [3]. Furthermore, the enzyme was purified with-

out the use of any tags, which can alter enzyme activity. Rather than rely

upon a tagged enzyme, we found that optimization of expression represen-

ted an effective first purification step because the RdRp was expressed to

where it represented large fraction of the soluble protein. Further purifica-

tion through several column chromatography steps resulted in highly active

enzyme, as show below. A parallel enzyme prepared with an 8xHis tag and

an NSP7/8 fusion Shannon et al. [5] showed considerably lower activity.

We have not repeated the attempted purification of the tagged protein,

so our data do not definitively demonstrate a lower activity caused by the

8xHis tag (and/or the NSP7/8 fusion). Note that in our prior work with

HIVRT, we also found it necessary to use untagged enzyme to achieve

optimal activity [10]. Although there has been no systematic study of the

effects on the His tag on polymerase activity, it is reasonable to suspect that

a positively charged tag may have long range electrostatic interactions with

negatively charged oligonucleotides that could interfere with activity.

Experiments to test for activity of the SARS CoV-2 RdRp complex were

performed using the primer/template shown below, chosen for initial explor-

atory research because of some success with this sequence in earlier studies on

the first SARS coronavirus [31,32] and the duplex region was thought to be

sufficiently long to fully occupy the polymerase RNA binding site.

[6-FAM]50GUCAUUCUCCUAAGAAGCUA

30CAGUAAGAGGAUUCUUCGAUAAUUUUAGUGUAC

CCCUAUC-50

Fig. 6 shows the processive polymerization catalyzed by purified SARS

CoV-2 RdRp complex [3]. The enzyme was preincubated with the

primer/template, then the reaction was initiated by adding UTP, ATP
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and CTP. The RdRp catalyzed the incorporation of 12 nucleotides in less

than 0.2 s. The observed average rate of polymerization was 300nt/s, which

is sufficient to replicate the 30kb viral genome in less than 2min. Thus, this

preparation satisfies the expectations for a physiologically relevant rate of

polymerization. In addition, global data fitting to account for the amplitudes

as well as the rates of the reaction demonstrated that the enzyme was at least

60% active.

Steady-state DNA polymerase measurements performed with DNA in

excess over enzyme and following the fraction of DNA extended over

the timescale of minutes provide estimates of kcat that are limited by the rate

of DNA release [12,14,17]. Errors in kcat are carried over into correspond-

ingly low Km estimates. Processivity can be defined as the ratio of the rate of

polymerization divided by the DNA dissociation rate. Therefore, steady-

state rate measurements typically underestimate kcat by a factor equal to

the processivity. The higher the processivity of the enzyme, the greater

the error introduced by steady-state methods applied to RNA and DNA

polymerases. Particularly troublesome are “rate” measurements performed

on the SARS CoV-2 RdRp based on the fraction of primer which was

radio-labeled in the first step of the reaction and is subsequently extended [4].

Fig. 6 Kinetics of processive RNA polymerization. A solution of 2 μM NSP12/7/8 com-
plex, 5 μMNSP8, 100 nM FAM-20/40 RNA, and 5 mMMg2+ was mixed with 250 μM each
of ATP, CTP, and UTP to start the reaction. Reaction products were resolved and quan-
tified by capillary electrophoresis [33]. Smooth lines show the global fit of the data to
define the rates of each sequential incorporation reaction [3].
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The fraction of labeled primer that is extended is not a rate measurement, but

rather is a measure of processivity, which is a function of the kinetic par-

titioning between extension versus dissociation of the RNA duplex from

the polymerase. In the published studies, the inactive enzyme preparation

and short oligonucleotide combined to yield low processivity [4]. At high

nucleotide concentrations only 80% of the labeled primer was extended,

which translates into a processivity of 4. In contrast, the processivity of a

highly active SARS-CoV-2 RdRp was estimated to be 27,000 as described

below [3].

To overcome the errors introduced by steady-state polymerase measure-

ments, we perform experiments with an excess of enzyme over DNA and

measure the rates of DNA extension on ams timescale to capture the kinetics

of polymerization occurring at the enzyme active site [3,17]. Measurements

of the nucleotide concentration dependence define kcat and kcat/Km for a sin-

gle nucleotide incorporation providing parameters that govern each incor-

poration reaction during processive synthesis. TheMichaelis constant is then

defined by the ratio of kcat divided by kcat/Km. While kcat/Km provides a

quantitative assessment of enzyme specificity, Km cannot be interpreted

without additional information.

We applied these methods to investigate the kinetics of RNA polymer-

ization by the SARS CoV-2 RdRp complex using the primer/template

shown above [3]. Here we denote the active form of Remdesivir as

Remdesivir triphosphate (RTP). Note that the template encodes for the

incorporation of two UTPs followed by four ATPs (or RTPs). The kinetics

of sequential nucleotide incorporations were resolved by fitting data based

on computer simulation using numerical integration of the rate equations

[17,34,35]. For example, the kinetics of incorporation of two UTP mole-

cules are shown in Fig. 7 [3]. The time dependence of incorporation of

the first and second UTP molecules are well resolved (Fig. 7A). Analysis

of the concentration dependence of the only the first UTP incorporation,

as illustrated in Fig. 7B and C, defines kcat and kcat/Km for the first UTP.

More accurate global data fitting resolved the kinetics for each UTP.

Using similar analysis, we examined the kinetics of incorporation of ATP

(or RTP) after the incorporation of twoUTPs. The fast initial incorporation

of two UTPs led to a short, well-defined lag in the kinetics observed for the

incorporation of ATP (or RTP). In fitting data by simulation, the known

kinetics of UTP incorporation were included, so kinetic parameters for

ATP (or RTP) were well resolved. In Table 2, we summarized the kinetic

parameters derived for the first UTP, ATP, or RTP [3].
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Fig. 7 Kinetics of sequential UTP incorporation. A mixture containing 2 μM NSP12/7/8 complex, 6 μM NSP8, 100 nM FAM-20/40 RNA, and
5 mM Mg2+ was mixed with varying concentrations of UTP (2.5–150 μM) to start the reaction. (A) Time dependence of conversion of
20 nt primer to 21 and then 22 nt by the incorporation of two UTP molecules at 20 μM UTP. (B) Concentration dependence of the first
UTP incorporation. (C) UTP concentration dependence of the observed rate in (B) [3].



There are several important conclusions derived from these data. First,

and most surprisingly, the specificity constant of RTP is nearly twice that

for ATP, meaning that RTP is a better substrate for the RdRp than

ATP. This accounts for how RTP can be an effective inhibitor in face of

the 3mM concentration of the competing ATP in vivo. For comparison,

none of the eight nucleoside analogs approved for treatment of HIV infec-

tions show kcat/Km values greater than the cognate nucleotide.

Prior experiments designed to estimate competition between ATP and

RTP revealed that RTP was favored over ATP by a factor of three [4] in

spite of the meaningless rate measurements employed in that study. It is pos-

sible that at low nucleotide concentrations, an experiment looking for com-

petition between the two substrates still provided what appears to be the

correct answer despite the seriously flawed kinetic methods and largely inac-

tive enzyme. These flaws invalidated the conclusions when they were pub-

lished, but in retrospect, it is possible that competition between ATP and

RTP still revealed the correct ratio of rate constants governing nucleotide

extension even though the individual rate measurements of fraction

extended per minute were uninterpretable and the enzyme was extremely

inactive.

5. Structural basis for delayed inhibition by Remdesivir

Our kinetic data showed that the SARS CoV-2 RdRp stalls after four

molecules of remdesivir are incorporated, reaching completion in 20 s [3].

Based on this information we prepared samples for analysis of the

Remdesivir-stalled structure by cryoEM. Enzyme (3.3μM) preincubated

with 200nM RNA duplex was allowed to react with 8μM UTP and

Table 2 Kinetic parameters for nucleotide incorporation.
Nucleotide kcat/Km (μM21s21) kcat (s

21) Km (μM)

UTP 2.3�0.2 308�17 130�9

ATP 0.74�0.16 240�30 320�50

RTP 1.29�0.06 68�2 53�2

Rate constants for incorporation are from T.L. Dangerfield, N.Z.
Huang, K.A. Johnson, Remdesivir is effective in combating
COVID-19 because it is a better substrate than ATP for the viral
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. iScience (2020) 101849. Epub
2020/12/08. doi: 10.1016/j.isci.2020.101849. PubMed PMID: 33-
283177, PMCID: PMC7695572.
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14μMRTP for 20 s and then samples were applied to EM grids and rapidly

frozen. Solution of the structure by cryoEMmethods revealed the structural

basis for the observed kinetic stalling of the polymerase (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 gives a closeup of the active site of the enzyme showing four mol-

ecules of RMP (Remdesivir monophosphate) incorporated into the primer

strand. The fourth and last RMP to be incorporated remains in the polymer-

ase active site, in the pre-translocation state. This is unusual in that other

structures of duplex RNA bound to the RdRp show the translocated state

is preferred [26,27,29,36] as is typical for DNA polymerases including

HIVRT [37,38]. Moreover, our kinetic analysis of DNA replication show

that translocation is fast and thermodynamically favored [15]. In contrast,

our structure shows that the polymerase stalled because the duplex RNA

has failed to translocate to open the active site which is necessary to allow

binding of the next nucleotide. Inspection of the structure reveals that trans-

location would be blocked by the steric interaction of the cyano group of

RMPwith the beta carbon of S861 (red arrow). Earlier studies had predicted

this based on homology modeling and from structures of the enzyme with

Fig. 8 Structure of the stalled SARS CoV-2 RdRp complex with four molecules of
Remdesivir. We show the structure of the stalled complex formed after incorporation
of four molecules of RMP (magenta), labeled from 1 to 4 to give the order of incorpo-
ration. The RNA is in the pre-translocated state with the fourth RMP remaining in the
active polymerase site (Pol site). The red arrow shows the likely steric clash between
the cyano group of RMP with the beta carbon of S861 upon translocation. Drawn using
Pymol from PDBID: 7L1F [2].
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short oligonucleotides bound [28,39]. Keeping with this conclusion, muta-

tion S861G reduces the inhibitory effect of Remdesivir [40].

Note that our system showing the incorporation of four sequential mol-

ecules of RMP does not directly represent the likely stalled complex in vivo.

Rather, we expect that a single RMP will be incorporated, followed by

three normal nucleotides leading to the stalled complex. Further studies

are needed to explore the kinetics of stalling after incorporation of a single

RMP. Interestingly, by showing the incorporation of four RMPs, our struc-

ture affords the unique opportunity to show that the cyano group does not

appear to contact the walls of the active site at any of the four sites. Steric

blocking is predicted in attempts to translocate the RMP containing

RNA beyond the observed state.

At longer times and with saturating concentrations of all four nucleo-

tides, the Remdesivir-stalled complex is extended to full length product

at a rate of 0.08 s�1 [2], consistent with single molecule experiments showing

that the Remdesivir-stalled RNA can be extended [41]. Thus, the steric

block by RMP is not absolute. However, based on the analysis of the kinet-

ics of proofreading in other systems [42], the significant slowing of the rate of

extension would provide sufficient time for the exonuclease to efficiently

remove the 30-terminal nucleotide. It is likely that the polymerase idles in

a futile cycle by incorporating then removing the 30-terminal nucleotide

in the stalled complex. Therefore, we expect that the exonuclease will make

a major contribution toward effectiveness of nucleotide analogs, pointing to

the importance of subsequent analysis of the kinetics of proofreading.

6. Role of the proofreading exonuclease in effectiveness
of nucleotide analogs

SARS CoV-2 encodes a 30–50 proofreading exonuclease complex,

consisting of catalytic subunit NSP14 and accessory subunit NSP10.

Kinetic analysis of proofreading has shown that exonuclease specificity is

determined by kinetic partitioning of primer/template in the polymerase site

[42]. If the next round of polymerization is fast, polymerization continues.

However, if the polymerase stalls, as it does after incorporating a mismatch,

this gives time for the primer strand to flip from the polymerase site to the

exonuclease site where the 30-terminal base is rapidly hydrolyzed. The

primer strand then returns to the polymerase active site where processive

synthesis can continue. Thus, stalling of the polymerase provides the signal

for the exonuclease to remove a nucleotide [14,42]. Stalling caused by a
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chain terminator gives time for the primer strand to flip into the exonuclease

site to effect removal of the nucleotide analog. Although the exonuclease

reaction can be inhibited by the binding of the next correct nucleotide

which stabilizes the binding of the primer at the polymerase site, this appears

to vary depending on the nucleotide analog and the sequence context.

Various possible fates of a nucleotide analog are outlined in Fig. 9. A sim-

ple chain terminator will be removed by the exonuclease. However, a del-

ayed chain terminator will escape the exonuclease if it is extended more

rapidly than it is excised. Remdesivir may not be intrinsically resistant to

excision if it is rapidly extended by subsequent incorporation of a correct

nucleotide. Once the polymerase stalls three residues after of the site of

RMP incorporation, the 30-terminal base would be removed by the exonu-

clease but then immediately replaced (Fig. 9B). As shown in Fig. 9C, if a

nucleotide analog is readily extended and does not lead to significant stalling

of the polymerase, it will fully escape exonuclease excision and may then

have antiviral activity by lethal mutagenesis if it codes for mismatches in

the next round of replication. The difference between the three classes of

inhibitors could be quantified bymeasurements of the relative rates of exten-

sion versus excision using an RdRp reconstituted with the proofreading

exonuclease (NSP10/14).

In the absence of the proofreading exonuclease complex, the delayed

inhibition of replication by RTP can be overcome by the addition of higher

concentrations of NTPs. Accordingly, it has been concluded that RTP may

become stably incorporated into the viral genome and could cause some

mutagenesis in the next round of RNA replication. However, studies to

understand the biochemical fate of RTP after incorporation must be per-

formed in the presence of the proofreading exonuclease. For example, it

is known that mismatches that would be effectively removed by the proof-

reading exonuclease complex can be extended at higher concentrations of

the next correct nucleotides, although at a slower rate than observed in

the absence of the mismatch. Therefore, it is important to define the kinetics

of extension versus excision after Remdesivir is incorporated in the presence

of the proofreading exonuclease.

Remdesivir is fivefold more effective at inhibiting propagation of exo-

nuclease deficient SARS coronavirus (compared to wild-type) in cell culture

[43]. This observation suggests that after Remdesivir-induced stalling of rep-

lication, either the exonuclease can remove a significant fraction of the

incorporated Remdesivir or that Remdesivir gains additional toxicity by

becoming stably incorporated in the absence of the exonuclease. Each
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Fig. 9 Role of the proofreading exonuclease. We illustrate three scenarios for the fate of
a nucleotide analog after incorporation. (A) An obligate chain terminator is excised by
the exonuclease, then replaced by a normal nucleotide. (B) A delayed chain terminator
can be protected from the proofreading exonuclease by being buried by several normal
nucleotides. (C) A lethal mutagen is stably incorporated and evades the proofreading
function by fast extension, but in the next round of polymerization, copying the analog
introduces mutations.



mechanism of inhibition categorized in Fig. 9 represents a theoretical

extreme but, the potency of any nucleotide analog will depend on the kinet-

ics on incorporation versus the relative rates of extension (when possible)

and excision. For example, ddC is no longer used clinically to treat HIV

because of toxic side effects. We noted that ddC is a better substrate for

incorporation by the human mitochondrial DNA polymerase than it is

for HIVRT and once it is incorporated into mitochondrial DNA it is not

removed by the proofreading exonuclease [7]. This surprising result serves

as one example of how important it will be to determine the kinetics of exci-

sion for any nucleotide analog to assess its antiviral potential and its mode of

action against the SARS CoV-2 RdRp.

7. Summary and future directions

The wealth of information on the kinetic and structural basis for the

effectiveness versus toxicity of nucleotide analogs provides guidelines for the

development of new drugs to treat viral infections. The polymerase respon-

sible for replication of the viral genome is the primary target for the devel-

opment of new drugs, in part, because inhibitors directed against the

polymerase active site are generally less susceptible to evolution of resistance.

Nucleotide/nucleoside analogs and nonnucleoside inhibitors are the

cornerstone of combination therapy for HIV and HCV infections

[44,45]. Similarly, the coronavirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase

(RdRp) is a prime target for drugs to combat the current COVID-19 pan-

demic [46]. Moreover, drugs developed now for COVID-19 are likely to be

effective against future coronavirus outbreaks. The SARS-CoV-2 RdRp

shows 96% identity and 98% similarity to the RdRp of the original

SARS coronavirus, with mutations mostly on the surface of the proteins

and none near the active sites [39]. However, development of new analogs

still represents a significant challenge, especially given the potential for

the proofreading exonuclease to remove conventional chain terminators.

Although more data are required and there may be some exceptions among

RdRps [47], it appears that RdRp enzymes from HCV and SARS CoV-2

prefer analogs containing a normal 3’OH. Clever chemical designs of

Sofosbuvir and Remdesivir overcame this limitation using different

means that were only fully understood after careful kinetic analysis. With

Sofosbuvir, modifications at the 20 position sufficiently alter the properties

of the ribose ring to hinder the reaction of the 3’OH for subsequent poly-

merization, thus leading to chain termination. Remdesivir allows—and in
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fact may require—fast extension by the next correct base pair to escape exci-

sion by the proofreading exonuclease. The structure of Remdesivir is indeed

unusual in that the addition of a cyano group at the 10 position leads to del-

ayed inhibition of translocation, effectively protecting RMP from excision

by the proofreading exonuclease. However, Remdesivir is rather toxic

which limits its more widespread use and restricts the allowable time for

treatment. A new analog, Molnupiravir is thought to act by allowing fast

extension and stable incorporation, but the modification of the uracil leads

to lethal mutagenesis in the next round of incorporation, as suggested for

Favipiravir [5]. Accurate kinetic studies are needed to establish the mecha-

nistic basis for efficient inhibition of the SARS CoV-2. Moreover, the

potential for host toxicity of a lethal mutagen is significant as learned from

studies on the Fialuridine.

The kinetic basis for selectivity of the proofreading exonuclease is the

largest unknown in understanding the effectiveness of nucleoside analogs

for treating COVID-19. More studies are needed to establish the kinetic

and mechanistic basis for selective removal or retention of nucleoside ana-

logs by the exonuclease. The first necessary step is the assembly of a fully

active RdRp complex with the NSP10/14 exonuclease subunits that meets

standards for expected activity. The fact that no one has yet to publish a

cryoEM structure of the RdRp in complex with the exonuclease suggests

that reconstitution of an active polymerase/exonuclease complex will not

be easy.
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